
Northshore Technical Community College 
Budget Committee Meeting Minutes 

October 8, 2018 9:30 a.m. 
 

 
 
 
 

I. Welcome (Dana Dumas)  
Meeting began at 9:35 AM 

II. Attendees  
Marc Chauvin, Jim Carlson, Margaret Keller, Dewayne Lambert, Dana Dumas, Christopher 
Helluin, Kelly Perrin, Lizette Leader, Khiem Ngo, Daniel Roberts, Kim Finch, Sandy Yaeger, Bridget 
LaBorde, Christy Montgomery, Kenneth Tillman 
 
 

III. New Business 
 

A. Unrestricted and Restricted Budgets (Dana Dumas and Marc Chauvin) 
Finance used salaries and expenses from last year to calculate this year’s budget. This is 
unrestricted budget in the booklets on hand. (Marc) We need to go over this, we know 
that when we’re a candidate for SACS, everyone in this room will be asked about the 
budget, and what part do each of us have with the budget. We all know that each of us 
participates in what goes in our budget, and our operating budget consists of SGF, self-
generated revenue, and a small portion of SELF funds. All deans provided the 
worksheets for salaries and related benefits. Everyone needs to be able to assure them 
that we know what is going on with our budgets. Compiling the budgets is exhaustive, 
so we need to be sensitive to the timing so we don’t miss any cutoffs. BOR 4 and 4a was 
given to each dean. We pay benefits for retired employees. So, we still have to budget 
for their benefits, so you may see funds in orgs not used in a while or any more for your 
campus 
 

B. Salary Worksheets (Dana Dumas) 
For salary budgets, Dana will do a breakout of the other campuses (LI, LG, etc.) 

 
 

C. Travel, Operating Services, Supplies, Staffing’s and Coding (Kimberly Showers) 
Kim Finch requested a cheat sheet for general course classes. (Listed off some examples) 
This is for staffing requests, needing coding for staffing. Discussed the best way to 
handle setting up a cheat sheet or reference for different classes in order to code them 
correctly and consistent. Psychology and nursing mentioned as well as English and 
sociology. Discussed coding things broader categories v. more specific credentials Marc 
emphasized need for specific org and programs for each of the requests. Most were in 
agreement that a reference chart would help, but as Kim S. pointed out, Staffing list 
needs to be cleaned up and organized. Chancellor Roberts stated we all put them in 
major categories, but going forward it would help to have them in more specific 
categories. Marc stated, we need to budget by specific programs, so we would need to 
use the more specific drilldown. Bridget suggested that we remove the categories that 



aren’t used anymore. Wants to see the orgs and programs for making the staffing 
requests. When we code student workers, we need to code them to specific programs. 
We should not use ‘Student Worker’ as a department, we can use ‘Student Services’.  
Chancellor Roberts stated, if you use a restricted source of funds for travel or supplies, 
you may not see it in your general budget so be sure to communicate it to Dana if you 
need additional budget. Margaret asked about paper cut (student printing software)that 
are under Library org. Dana said she would have to check her reports to see but there 
was budget added based on what was provided. Kim Finch requested us to go over the 
different categories for staffing requests? Kim Showers stated that the deans need a 
different code for each math, if one is developmental, and one is business, etc. Kim 
Finch and Lizette asked about staff that are teaching different courses or on a different 
campus, how will I code adjunct differently? Bridget and Dr. Carlson shared example 
with Adronisha as an adjunct instructor. Kim Finch asked what the cap on teaching 
adjuncts vs being fulltime is. Dr. Roberts stated it depends on the contract, but in most 
cases, once they reach 18, we start paying them overage. So one contract more gets 
them 21, etc. Once you get to 24, you have to cut the valve off. The difficulty here is the 
online campus is not bound by geographical limitations. Unfortunately, due to 
limitations, we need to talk to each other. If you know someone in your faculty that is 
teaching multiple campus or multiple areas, you need to compare notes with other 
Deans. Kim F asked about sharing information on separate instructors that are ‘shared’ 
with other campuses. She also asked about under Allied Health, Vet Tech online, and HR 
looking at the reports by credit hour but awarding odd units to teaching online hours. 
Seems to be discrepancies with labs and more technical oriented classes for the face-to-
face portions. Chancellor Roberts stated if it is an allowable overage, it needs to be 
communicated so we can budget with appropriate faculty members. Some back and 
forth about second-start with faculty members overlapping and then everyone being at 
capacity causing last-minute classes needing to be created. Kim F also voiced some 
concerns about hidden student fees and registration issues where people are getting 
purged or dropped at the last minute for non-payment due to enrollment loads and 
then we lose students because of that. 
 Lizette asked How do we budget for the Walker campus, because like this morning 
when we were talking about the Kyocera equipment with Khiem Ngo, how do we 
budget and where do we put it. It’s been put under Florida Parishes, not CTS. But we 
need to create a campus code so everything that goes through Walker can be coded for 
the correct area. Chancellor Roberts stated we need a temporary adjustment to have it 
covered until we make a more permanent change. Was Lizette signing off under LB? Kim 
S elaborated on why Kim F was seeing the charges in her register/budget from the 
walker campus, because they went to LB instead of LI. Walker campus expenses will be 
coded to LB until FY 2020. Paul voiced that the new campus code may have to be ready 
by March, Marc confirmed that should be doable. 

 

D. Budget responsibility (Marc Chauvin) 
 

E. Budget Revisions (Dana Dumas) 
Kim S asked if the campuses are using the budget revision forms used in Finance. Dana 

shared that most the requests are completed by her and the deans. Salaries and 

Benefits and certain overheads are removed from the budgets that Dana sends out 



every month. With the electronic system, it will be easier for us to track changes in 

budget and coding issues. Each campus needs to budget based on true use, not based 

on where there is available budget. Marc emphasized this point pretty clearly because 

Finance won’t be able to track those types of coding abuses and it doesn’t ultimately 

help the campus when their budgeted amounts are all in the wrong programs and orgs.  

 
 

F. Electronic Requisitions (Dana Dumas) 
We are going to wait until the updates in banner are made to electronic requisitions. 

Before you would have to login to Banner to do a form with more than five lines for a 

purchase requisition. (Electronic ones)After we move to electronic, we will no longer 

accept paper requisitions. Dana has been working on a comprehensive list to give out to 

each campus. College-wide programs should still be handled jointly with the impacted 

campus, but it will go to the overarching campus above the actual (i.e., still skipping 

Walker campus to go to LB) Copies may have to be sent to impacted campus when 

electronic copies are submitted. We may have to change who can enter for which 

campus because of different approval channels. With electronic, most deans will have to 

approve, so won’t be able to enter their own requisitions. Bridget elaborated the point 

to Margaret using an example in which someone else enters whatever Margaret codes 

for Margaret to approve at that campus as approver. Library services (since Margaret is 

not the ‘Dean’) she will be the only approver. Other campuses will have designated 

people to enter requisitions. Restricted funds will be treated the same as SGF with the 

new requisition process.  

Requisitions requested to be entered by: 

Under Sandy Yaegar: Brandie Lykes (L00845075), Kayla Cooper (L01820732), April Smith  

Under Kim Finch: 

Under Dewayne Lambert: 

Under Bridget Laborde:  

Under Lizette Leader: Lynn Becnel (L01574609) 

Under Marc Chauvin, Kelly Perrin, Chad Falcone 

 

G. Chrome River (Dana Dumas 
Chrome River (December) will affect travel in the same way. Both systems will 
encumber the budget as the forms are completed, so budget will have to be in place as 
the forms are submitted. “Real-time self-serve” For budget related tasks. 
A few questions asked about Chrome River to clarify what the system will be used for 
(travel, including authorizations, permissions, and allowable reimbursements). 

 

IV. Closing remarks 
 
 

V. Adjourn 
Meeting ended at 10:46 AM 

 


